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Abstract. Dynamicity is an important requirement for critical soft-
ware adaptation where a stop can be dangerous (e.g. for humans or
environment) or costly (e.g. power plants or production lines). Adap-
tation at run-time is also required in context-aware applications where
execution conditions often change. In this paper, we introduce MaD-
cAr, an abstract model of dynamic automatic adaptation engines for
(re-)assembling component-based software. MaDcAr aims at being a
conceptual framework for developing customizable engines reusable in
multiple applications and execution contexts. Besides, MaDcAr pro-
vides a uniform solution for automating both the construction of appli-
cation from scratch and the adaptation of existing component assemblies.
Keywords: Automatic Assembling ; Dynamic Adaptation ; Context-
Awareness.
1 Introduction
In many application domains (medical, ﬁnancial, telecoms, etc), there is a re-
quirement for applications to be dynamically adaptable3, i.e. without stopping
or disturbing their execution. Indeed, some applications have to run continu-
ously during adaptations (e.g. to install a security patch). The need for dynamic
adaptation can be accentuated by the cost of an application stop (e.g. a produc-
tion chain). In this paper, we consider applications that should never stop even
if they are subject to unpredictable and frequent (environment) changes, like in
Ubiquitous Computing [Wei93].
In the context of component-based applications, the need for dynamic adap-
tation can be fulﬁlled by dynamic reconﬁguration of applications [WLF01] [OT98]
⋆ This work is supported by the CPER TAC of the region Nord-Pas de Calais and the
european fund FEDER.
3 Adaptation is the process of conforming a software to new or diﬀerent condi-
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[KM90]. In this paper, a component-based application is symbolized by an as-
sembly, i.e. a set of connected software components. Hence, a reconﬁguration
of such an application is called a re-assembling. Dynamic re-assembling allows
not only to modify locally a part of an application (by dynamic component re-
placement), but also to adapt the whole application architecture. Indeed, the
architecture of an application can evolve thanks to dynamic assembling opera-
tions like the addition or the removal of components.
During this process of assembly reconﬁguration, the application components
must be initialized and linked to each other. Initialization refers to assigning
some values to component attributes. Linking refers to connecting interfaces of
diﬀerent components.
In the case of applications that need to be frequently adapted, the adaptation
process needs to be automated to help humans to use or conﬁgure such applica-
tions. This requirement translates into an automatic (re-)assembling process in
component-based applications. Automation can be partial and covers for exam-
ple only the triggering or the realization of adaptations. Automation can be total
and covers the full adaptation process without requiring human intervention.
In this paper, we present MaDcAr, an abstract Model for automatic and
Dynamic component Assembly reconﬁguration. MaDcAr models engines able
to build and to reconﬁgure component-based applications at run-time on behalf
of humans. By reconﬁguration, we mean all kind of adaptations ranging from a
simple change of some component attribute value to a complete replacement of
the application architecture or components.
The reminder of this article is organized as following. In section 2, we describe
MaDcAr, our abstract model for assembling engines. In section 3, we discuss
other works on automatic and dynamic assembling. In section 4, we sum up the
main characteristics of MaDcAr and sketch some future works.
2 MaDcAr: a Model for Automatic and Dynamic
Component Assembly Reconﬁguration
The automation of the assembling task requires an assembling engine which can
behave on behalf of humans. This engine has to automatically build applications
by assembling components. Moreover, dynamic adaptation requires the assem-
bling of an application to be performed at runtime. MaDcAr4 is an abstract
model for dynamic and automatic assembling engines. As illustrated by ﬁgure 1,
a MaDcAr assembling engine requires four inputs: a set of components to as-
semble, an application description that refers to a speciﬁcation of the applica-
tion’s functionalities and its non functional properties, an assembling policy that
directs the assembling decisions and a context that refers to a set of data (e.g.
state of the application, CPU availability, bandwidth, etc) measured by some
sensors. The application description and the assembling policy are speciﬁed in
terms of constraints. In other words, an application re-assembling consists in a
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Constraint Satisfaction Problem [Kum92,RLP00]. Therefore, MaDcAr assem-
bling engines include a constraint solver to compute automatically appropriate
assembling decisions. The proposed model aims at providing a totally automated
solution to component-based applications assemblings, i.e. where assemblings
can be triggered and performed without any human intervention.
MaDcAr is abstract in that it makes only few assumptions on the assembling
engines’ inputs. Those assumptions are:
1. We restrict our study to the case of homogeneous components, i.e. where
components to assemble comply with the same component model,
2. The components must have customizable attributes and contractually spec-
iﬁed interfaces that are either required or provided,
3. Also, we do not make distinction between components and connectors. We
view connectors just as components dedicated to interaction. So, the assem-
bling engine deals with connectors in the same way it deals with components.
Fig.1. A MaDcAr assembling engine. Fig.2. A MaDcAr application descrip-
tion.
2.1 Application Description
An application description consists of a set of alternative conﬁgurations, as
shown in ﬁgure 2. Conﬁgurations are “blueprints” for component assemblies,
they consists in a graph of roles. A role is an abstract component description
speciﬁed as a set of contracts [Mey92,BJPW99]. Those contracts which describe
the roles and the conﬁgurations are expressed as constraints. Moreover, the
contracts of a role must at least specify5 (1) a set of interfaces (provided or
required) which symbolize the role’s possible interactions with other roles, (2) a
set of attributes which values allow to initialize components and (3) two multi-
plicities. The multiplicities of a role permit to deﬁne the minimal (min) and the
maximal number (max) of components which can fulﬁll this role simultaneously
5 but are not restricted to4 Guillaume Grondin et al.
(i.e. within the same assembly). When necessary, we note a role R(min,max),
where 0 ≤ min, min ≤ max and max ≤ ∞.
At a point in time only one conﬁguration is used as a blueprint to assemble
application components. When adaptation is triggered, the assembling engine
chooses a conﬁguration among available ones and re-assembles components ac-
cordingly.
MaDcAr’s conﬁgurations diﬀer from the homonymous concept in Architec-
ture Description Languages (ADLs) [Fux00,MT97]. In MaDcAr, each conﬁgu-
ration aims at describing a set of component assemblies abstractly and concisely.
The degree of reconﬁgurability of an application’s architecture is clearly symbol-
ized in MaDcAr by the use of a set of ﬁxed conﬁgurations instead of a single
adaptable conﬁguration. Moreover, our conﬁgurations are characterized by two
degrees of freedom/ﬂexibility. First, they do not refer directly to component
instances nor component types, but rather refer to component’s abstract de-
scriptions, namely roles. As a consequence, MaDcAr’s roles allow to minimize
the coupling between a conﬁguration and the components which can be used for
this conﬁguration. Second, a single MaDcAr conﬁguration allows to describe
multiple assemblies even if they must contain diﬀerent numbers of components,
thanks to role multiplicities.
2.2 Assembling Process
MaDcAr assembling engines can be used both to automatically build assemblies
from unconnected components, and to dynamically adapt existing component
assemblies. The assembling process of a MaDcAr engine is composed of ﬁve
successive steps :
1. Triggering: the engine may trigger (re-)assembling only once some changes
occur in one of the four engine’s inputs (execution context, set of available
components, application description, assembling policy).
2. Identiﬁcation of eligible conﬁgurations: the engine must build a compatibil-
ity matrix which maps the roles of each conﬁguration to the corresponding
compatible6 components. A conﬁguration is eligible if it can be minimally
fulﬁlled7 by a subset of available components.
3. Selection of a conﬁguration: the engine selects a conﬁguration based on the
assembling policy and the compatibilities obtained in the previous step.
4. Selection of a subset of components: the engine selects components that are
to be assembled according to the selected conﬁguration and the assembling
policy.
5. (Re-)assembling: the engine performs the assembling of the selected compo-
nents according to the selected conﬁguration.
6 A component is said to be compatible with a role when it satisﬁes all the role’s
contracts.
7 That is, given the set of available components, each conﬁguration’s role can be
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2.3 Context and Assembling Policy
In MaDcAr, the deﬁnition of a context just consists in specifying a set of
sensors (software/hardware) which can provide some “interesting values”, i.e.
values which are to be used in an assembling process. Assembling policies permit
to direct (re-)assembling. Directing MaDcAr’s assembling process consists in
specifying when (i.e. for which context) and how (cf. conﬁguration/component
selection) assembling must be done. In MaDcAr, the assembling policy is
decomposed into two diﬀerent parts:
1. the detection of the contextual situations that may concern (re-)assembling,
and
2. the decisions that the assembling engine has to take for each contextual
situation.
Detection We model the context as a set of contextual elements, where each
element can be obtained using some sensors. Sensors can be used for both
automatic triggering of re-assembling (during particular contextual changes) and
collection of data required by the engine to make assembling decisions. Those data
may concern both external (e.g. CPU, memory,...) and internal (e.g. component
attribute values of the current assembly) aspects of the application.
Decision In MaDcAr, decisions are expressed by sets of rules which produce
constraints that can be injected to the constraint solver included in the assem-
bling engine. These decisions allow the engine to select a conﬁguration and to
plan the assembling. However, several default choices are used in MaDcAr
in order to ensure that the decision process results in a single conﬁguration:
– When several conﬁgurations satisfy the assembling policy, one of them is
arbitrary selected by the assembling engine (unless the current conﬁguration
is also satisfying).
– When none of the conﬁgurations satisﬁes the assembling policy, then the
assembling engine automatically selects one of the eligible conﬁgurations
(unless the current conﬁguration is also eligible).
Once a single conﬁguration is selected, the engine selects the components to
assemble in two successive steps:
1. the selection of the minimum number (min) components for each role R(min,max)
of the new conﬁguration, and
2. the selection of extra components8 for the roles which are not maximally
fulﬁlled9, according to the assembling policy.
8 However, some assembling policies (e.g. resource-saving oriented ones) may lead to
a zero component selection in this second step.
9 That is, the roles for which the number of selected components are less than their
maximal multiplicity.6 Guillaume Grondin et al.
This component selection process is performed by the constraint solver included
in the assembling engine. The eligible components are those which satisfy the
functional contracts of the chosen conﬁguration’s role. Extra-functional proper-
ties on a part of the application10 or on the whole application11 (like constraints
on memory consumption or performance) may inﬂuence the number of selected
components during the second step. However, the default component selec-
tion policy consists in selecting the maximum number of components for each
role.
3 Related Work
Many works on automatic and dynamic assembling can be found in literature.
The importance of automation and dynamicity is not the same in all approaches
and often depends on the kinds of applications which are targeted.
C2 [MORT96,Med96,OT98] allows dynamic modiﬁcations of compositions
while the system is executing. But, in C2, it is not possible to generally deﬁne
when or under what condition (for instance due to an exception) conﬁgurations
are to be carried out. The degree of automation of a re-assembling in C2 is
low, because any reconﬁguration needs to be triggered manually. However, the
ﬂexibility of C2 connectors facilitates the binding/unbinding of components. In-
deed, they mediate and coordinate the communication among components using
generic ﬁltering policies (e.g. priority-based or publish/subscribe-based). These
policies permits to automatically adapt the interactions between the components
each time a component is binded/unbinded to a connector. In other words, the
connectors of C2 contain the assembling logic of the architecture. Hence, C2
provide an acceptable degree of uncoupling between the components functioning
and the assembling logic. But, this dispersion of the assembling logic of the ar-
chitecture makes the dynamic evolution of an architecture very hard to manage
globally, as a separated concern.
David and Ledoux [DL03] present an approach for runtime adaptation of
applications in response to changes in the execution context. Starting from the
Fractal component model [BCS02], they introduce a reﬂective extension in order
to transparently modify the behavior of components. The adaptation process is
based on an adaptation policy for each component. Each adaptation policy is a
set of Event Condition Action rules. For openness, the adaptation policies can be
added or deleted dynamically. The re-assembling process consists in a sequence
of components reconﬁgurations: ﬁrstly, structural reconﬁgurations of composite
components, and secondly, parameterization and addition or removal of a service
for both primitive and composite components. This extension of Fractal allows
to re-assemble an application while running. However, the degrees of availability
and performance of the services of this application is not considered in the re-
10 In MaDcAr, local extra-functional properties can be expressed as role contracts.
11 In MaDcAr, global extra-functional properties can be expressed in the assembling
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assembling process. Moreover, global re-assembling seems hard to be automated
because the adaptation policies are deﬁned locally for each component.
SPARTACAS [Mor04] is a framework for automating retrieval and adaptation
of contract-based components. This framework has been successfully applied to
synthesis of software for embedded and digital signal processing systems. This
solution is based on the ﬁrst order logic. When SPARTACAS cannot retrieve a
component that is a complete match to a problem, it retrieves a component that
partially satisﬁes the requirements of a problem. Such components have to be
adapted. SPARTACAS proposes three possibilities when a component cannot be
retrieved. Indeed, the missing component can be replaced by a composite formed
by (1) two sequential components, (2) two alternative components or (3) two
parallel components, depending on the required behavior. A major advantage
of this framework is that it oﬀers the possibility to build the applications by
assembling components hierarchically and progressively. However, dynamic re-
assembling is not addressed.
4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper have presented MaDcAr, an abstract model for engines that
dynamically and automatically (re-)assemble component-based applications. In
MaDcAr, an assembling engine has four inputs: a set of components to assem-
ble, an application description (set of alternative conﬁgurations), an assembling
policy to drive application building and adaptation and a context. Based on
these inputs, a MaDcAr compliant engine computes a conﬁguration (“assem-
bly blueprint”) and builds the application. And, when the execution context
changes, MaDcAr chooses a more appropriate conﬁguration and re-assembles
the components accordingly. Thus, the same mechanism apply both for building
applications and adapting them. Moreover, MaDcAr does support unplanned
adaptations since application descriptions and components can be changed at
run-time, i.e. without stopping the whole application. Another interesting prop-
erty of MaDcAr is that it models customizable engines. The assembling policy
is not ﬁxed, but it can be replaced, even at run-time. Besides, this policy is
separated from the application description. Hence MaDcAr encourages a clear
separation of concerns.
Currently, we are working on an implementation of MaDcAr for Frac-
tal [BCS02], a hierarchical component model. This projection is a ﬁrst step
toward identifying speciﬁcities related to the re-assembling of composite compo-
nents. Another direction for future work is to explore how to lower developers’
overhead. We envision providing them with a high-level formalism to express
MaDcAr conﬁgurations.
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